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2 LINS GLAD FARM, COLOGNE, MINNESOTA 

Gladiolus Classification 

The classification system helps to visualize the size and color of the various 

varieties. For instance: White Cloud (500) means that it is a 542 inch white without 

markings. White Tower (501) is a 5% inch white with a prominent throat mark or 

blotch. TOYTOWN (236) means it is a 2% inch scarlet. WHITE SATIN (100) means 

it is a pure white under 2% inches across. 

Glads Are Classified in 5 Size Series as Follows: 

MINIATURES (100 series) florets smaller than 2% inches. 

SMALL (200 series) florets 24% to 3% inches 

MEDIUM (300 series) florets 3% to 4% inches. 

LARGE (400 series) florets 4% to 5% inches. 

GIANT (500 series) florets 542 inches and above. 

Color Classes 

00 White 32 Deep Salmon 62 Medium Rose 

06 Cream 36 Scarlet 64 Deep Rose 

10 Light Yellow 40 Light Pink 66 Light Lavender 

12 Deep Yellow 42 Medium Pink 68 Deep Lavender 

16 Buff 44 Deep Pink 70 Purple 

20 Light Orange 50 Light Red 76 Light Violet Blue 

22 Deep Orange 52 Deep Red 78 Dark Violet Blue 

24 Red Orange 54 Black Red 80-86 Smoky Shades 

30 Light Salmon 60 Light Rose 90 Any other unusual color 

Cultural Hints 

When your bulbs arrive unpack them immediately and store in an airy cool 
place until planting time. The earliest planting usually produces the finest spikes 
because they bloom before the hot dry season. To have bloom all season, bulbs 
must be planted at two week intervals, the last planting about mid June. Before 
planting, all bulbs should be soaked 3 hours in a LYSOL solution, 1 tablespoon 
LYSOL to 1 gallon water. Plant the soaked bulbs the same day. The LYSOL 
will kill possible thrip on the bulbs and keep the bulbs healthy. 

Most exhibitors have their own pet growing system to produce show spikes. 
We tried various methods but had good results when no fertilizer was used at 
planting time but giving the plants, when 1% ft. high, a side dressing of VIGORO. 
The idea is to force the bulb to make a large root system, so that when ferti- 
lizer is applied, the plant can make use of it and build a long flowerhead. Apply- 
ing fertilizer too early makes large plants with often short flower heads. When 
the flower spikes start showing they need an inch of water a week, to produce 
good flower heads. Good spikes cannot be grown without enough water. 

THRIP! When the plants are 6” high, they should be dusted with 5% DDT, 
or sprayed with a 50% wettable DDT solution; do this every week up to blooming 
time. Thrip are tiny insects, which can do much damage unless controlled by dust- 
ing or spraying regularly. If glads fail to open properly, or are disfigured, blame 
thrip. Unfortunately, by blooming time the harm is done and it is too late to do 
much about it, so protect your plants in time. Thrip are easily controlled if dusted 
or sprayed in time. 
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Discounts 

We allow a discount of 5% on retail orders totaling $5.00 to $10.00. 10% on 
retail orders of $10.00 to $50.00 and 15% on retail orders over $50.00. 

This is NOT a cash discount, but a discount in glad bulbs of your choice. 
Write out your order, figure the discount you are entitled to and add the discount 
bulbs to your list. 

This discount applies to glad bulbs only and does NOT apply to items marked 
(No Discount) or to wholesale orders. ‘No Discount” items cannot be used as 
extras or free discount bulbs. 

Besides the bulbs you select for your discount, we include (SURPRISE EXTRAS) 
in every order, the larger the order the more extras. 

Premium Bulbs 

In addition to your discount bulbs and extras for trial, we will include with 

every $5.00 retail order, a bulb of SILVER SPRAY, a new ruffled pure white or 

RUFFLED MARVEL, a new ruffled salmon pink. Two bulbs with a $10.00 order, etc. 

Order Early 
Although we have a large assortment at the start of the season, with so many 

varieties, we are bound to run out of some, late in the season. ORDERS ARE 

FILLED IN ORDER OF BOOKING. 

SHIPPING COSTS HAVE INCREASED TO SUCH AN EXTENT 

THAT WE LOSE MONEY ON ORDERS UNDER $2.00. 

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF VARIETIES ON PAGES 28 AND 29. 

Size Of Bulbs 

Bulbs are graded into 6 standard To many begininers who have seen the 

sizes, from No. 1 to No. 6. huge overgrown bulbs in chain stores, 

No. 1 size are 14%” and up in diameter. STANDARD MEDIUM size bulbs look 

No.2 ” ” 1% to 1%” in diameter. very small. The huge chain store bulbs 

NOwome es ele otOn lo. in diameter: are NOT THE BEST. In fact they are 
INO m4ee eee ese tO ee 1 sin diameter. often old worn out bulbs, the growers 

NOwDe 42 to’ 34” in diameter. don’t want to plant themselves, so sell 

No.6 ” ” below %” in diameter. them at a discount to the chains. 

NO. 1 AND NO. 2 SIZE BULBS ARE (L) LARGE BULBS 

NO. 3 AND NO. 4 SIZE BULBS ARE (M) MEDIUM BULBS 

NO. 5 AND NO. 6 SIZE BULBS ARE (S) SMALL BULBS 
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All American Gladiolus 
APPLEBLOSSOM (460) Beauty’s Blush X Rose Charm). Delicate blush white with 

a corona or flushing of rose pink on petal edges. Opens 6 to 8 bloom on 5 ft. 
spikes. Blooms early and is an easy grower. A good cutflower. 

CARIBBEAN (376) (Beauty’s Blush X Better Times). Ruffled violet blue with a 
deep violet throat and a cream spear. Opens 9 perfectly placed florets on 
tall well proportioned spikes| Excellent performer and healthy. 

MAYTIME (442) (Beauty’s Blush X Friendship). Ruffled pure pink with contrasting 
large white throat. Opens 8 to 10 florets on 5% ft. spikes. Maytime has good 
plant habits. An ideal flower for cutting and exhibition. 

ROYAL STEWART (450) (Red Charm X Seedling). A perfectly proportioned 
flowerhead with 10 beautifully formed, bright red florets open at a time and 
6 buds in color on a 20 bud head on tall plants. A good show flower. 

APPLE BLOSSOM, CARIBBEAN, MAYTIME, ROYAL STEWART, 50c Each. 

6 for $2.50 your selection. 1 each of the 4 above for $1.75. (No discount). 

Congo 
(554 Lins 1956) 

CONGO is a giant wide open, heavy textured maroon black, which we believe 
is the best in it’s color and class. Opens 8 51 to 6” tightly attached, always per- 
fectly placed, wide open bloom, with 8 buds in color on a 23 bud flower head on 
strong non-crooking plants. Has the qualities of a good show flower. 

Last spring, at the close of the shipping season, there was so little Congo left, 
that we felt certain we could not list it in 1957, however, the bts. grew well and rather 
than not list it at all, we will sell a limited amount. All who had this last year and 
those who buy it this year are urged to save Congo bts. and grow these gems into 
bulbs, so stock is increased as rapidly as possible. Large bulbs are in limited supply. 
Most of the stock consists of small and medium bulbs. 

Any size bulb $3.00 1 bulb and 5 bts. $4.50 

Hit Parade 
(368 Lins 1957) 

Parentage: Wedgwood X Eliz. The Queen X Crystal X Myrna. 
When this bloomed the first time as a seedling, with 8 ruffled lavender florets 

open on a good plant, it was regarded worthy of highest rating. 

After testing it 6 years under all conditions and getting the professional opinion 
of other growers who tested it, all agree it is destined to be one of the leading 
lavenders, in fact we believe it will become a leading cutflower. For arrangements 
it beats all other lavenders we grew in our 30 years of glad growing. 

* It blooms early. 

> All spikes are perfect and of uniform height. 

*% Color is non-flecking medium deep lavender with clean lighter throat. 
% Florets are beautifully formed and ruffled. 

%* Placement and attachment perfect. 

% Bulblet production heavy. 

% 4-Foot stems are thin but strong, stand up in all weather. 

%* Non-crooking cuttable spikes from all size bulbs. 

Because HIT PARADE is a tremendous propagator, we are able to introduce it 
at a low price. 

Any size bulb $1.00, 3 for $2.50 
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Far East 
(410 Lins 1957) 

Parentage (White Tower X Spotlight) 

A large ruffled and waved chartreuse yellow 
with a small bright scarlet throat spot. Opens 
7 to 8, wide open, well attached and well placed 
heavy textured florets on 4 ft. non-crooking 
spikes. Growers testing it, reported exhibition 
spikes. FAR EAST is one of those bright, 
cheerful varieties, which will cheer up any 
place. 

Any size bulb $2.00; 1 bulb and 10 Bts. $4.00 

Sweetest Maid 

(430 Lins 1955) 
Parentage: (Eliz. The Queen X California X 

Aladdin) 

Extremely ruffled, flat, wide open, delicate 
light salmon pink. Easily opens 8 perfectly 
placed and well attached, flat, wide open florets 
on 18 to 20 bud flower heads on 50” plants. 
Rated excellent in N. J. Superior in Mich. 
Excellent in Wash. in official NAGC trials. Has 
brought in glowing comments from people who 
grew it. Easily one of the most beautiful vari- 
eties in existance. 

L 50c, 5 for $2.00; M 35c, 5 for $1.40; S 20c, 

5 for 80c; Bts. 10 for 50c, 100 for $4.00. 

Sable 
(370 Lins 1955) 

Parentage: (Royal Robes X Burma) 
Beautifully formed, glowing deep purple. 

The substance of the very ruffled florets gives 
ine BS Ona ey are canved of purple wax or 
plastic. Shoul e a contender for high show 

FAR EAST honors because it opens 8 perfectly placed and 
attached wide open florets on 18 to 19 bud heads, on 4 ft. straight plants. Is a 
heavy propagator. Has received excellent rating in NAGC Trials. 

L 50c; M 35c, 10 for $2.50; S 15c, 10 for $1.20; Bts. 10 for 50c, 100 for $4.00 

Gretchen 
(206 Lins 1956) 

Parentage: (Wedgwood X Eliz. The Queen X Crystal X Myrna) 
Small heavy textured, ruffled greenish cream, blending to pale green deep in 

the throat. Blooms early on 3 ft. slender plants. A wonderful arrangement flower. 
This being such a fast propagator, our stock allows listing it at a popular price. 

L 30c, 10 for $2.40; M 20c, 10 for $1.60 

White Orchid 
(400 Lins 1957) 

Parentage: (Eliz. The Queen X Treasure Island) 

The floret form and general appearance suggested it’s name. The large pure 
white floret is formed and resembles a large white orchid. Was Champion seedling 
at the Minnesota State Fair a few years ago. Blooms quite early on thin stemmed, 
good height plants. L 50c; M 35c. 
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Oriental Blond 
(306 Lins 1957) 

Parentage: (Blondie X Oriental Pearl) 

Ruffled and waved cream. Plants are tall and straight with 18 bud flower 
heads, opening 6 to 8 always perfectly placed, wide open ruffled, heavy textured 
bloom. We had this in our test garden last summer, planted at the same time and 
in the same row with Lorelie. Under identical conditions ORIENTAL BLOND was 
as tall as the tallest Lorelie, 55 inches. L 50c; M 35c. 

Irresistable 
(366 Lins 1957) 

Parentage: (Wedgwood X Eliz. The Queen X Crystal X Myrna) 
A very beautiful, ruffled, waxy, wide open clear lavender. Don’t buy this for 

exhibition, where beauty is often ignored and awards made according to bud count 
and measurements. This is one of those beauties, worth growing for personal 
enjoyment. Florets are larger than those of Wedgwood. There are only around 
14 to 16 buds and the plants are not tall, but what a beautiful flower. After all 
it’s the flower we enjoy, not the stem. 1 Large and two medium bulbs for $1.00. 

Sumatra 
(354 Lins 1957) 

Seedling No. 465 TRR (Burma X Royal Robes) 
Very ruffled velvety, heavy textured black red. We grew this under No. 

465TRR, T R R stood for TALLER ROYAL ROBES. We occasionally included a 
bulb of this under No. 465TRR, as an extra or premium bulb. A considerable 
number obviously liked it well enough to write, asking when No. 465TRR would be 
named and introduced. We now have enough bulbs to introduce this at a popular 
price. Those who like ruffled velvety dark glads will like SUMATRA. Opens 
5 to 6 four inch bloom on a 4 ft. plant. Bulblet production and germination is good. 
Any size bulbs 35c, 4 for $1.00. 

Dream Queen 
(432 Lins) 

Parentage: (Eliz. The Queen X Dream Castle) 

Beautiful warm deep salmon rosy pink, delicately stippled rose lavender in 
the throat. Opens 8 5” wide open, perfectly placed bloom on 18 or more bud 
flower heads on 50” straight plants. We have good reports on Dream Queen. Some 
wrote our descriptions are too modest. The color is very rich and it’s plant habits 
are excellent. Good in every way. L 35c; M 25¢e; S 15c; Bts| 5 for 25c, 100 for $3.00. 

Precious 
(210 Lins 1956) 

Open, nonhooded, ruffled light yellow florets with deeper yellow lower petal 
and with pure white stamens. The color combination expresses purity and seren- 
ity. We don’t claim this to be perfect. There are some spikes with misplaced 
florets, some are not tall, some are larger than 210 and some spikes are perfect, 
in every way. Nevertheless, because the bloom is of such a sweet serene color and 
form, all are precious and grand for arrangements. 

By far, most glads are grown, not for exhibition, but for HOME ENJOYMENT 
in bouquets and especially in arrangements. L 50c; M 35c; Bts. 4 for 25c. 

Erin 
(490 Pruitt) 

Here is a real novelty, a chartreuse green glad. Not grass green of course, 
but greener than “CHARTREUSE” would indicate. Has a slight smoky pink feather 
in the throat. Grows 54” tall and opens 6 5” well placed bloom on 16 to 18 bud 
flower heads. Erin is the “greenest” of the large flowered glads so far. 

Since many glad fans are making crosses, Erin is suggested for the breeding 
program, toward the production of “green glads” of the future. 

L $1.00; M 75c; Bts. 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00 
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Bird Of Paradise 

(506 Sommers-Koerner) 

Still the grandest novelty up to now and will be until some of it’s seedlings get 
around. The giant creamy apricot pink bloom, up to 8” across, is formed like a 
Christmas Poinsettia, with all petals of about equal size. The heavy textured, 
long narrow petals are ruffled and lacinated. A raised red spot in the heart of 
the flat open bloom, looks as if red wax had been dropped in, adds a focal point 
to the flower. The 4 ft. plants produce 10 to 14 of these giant exotic florets. 
Florists like it as it is good for corsages and arrangements. It’s pollen used on other 
varieties has produced some interesting new type seedlings. L 75c; M 50c; S 35c. 

Doerr s New Gl. adiolus 

“Exotic Hybrids” 

Not just another glad with probably a different color but an entirely new race 
for home use and floral work. These new hybrids were developed with only one 
purpose in mind. More flowers to be used by more people in the home and daily lives. 

Most EXOTIC HYBRIDS have double florets. Florets with up to 25 petals are 
not uncommon, giving a fullness to floral work, no other glad can equal. 

At the International show, Madison, Wisconsin, last summer, Doerr’s commercial 
exhibit of EXOTIC HYBRIDS, was the focal point of the show and was awarded the 
top award. 

KOERNER’S MEMORY (Doerr) Beautiful 4” florets, varying in color from salmon 
on the outer petals to pink and cream iniside. A peaches: and cream blend. 
Has up to 18 petals per floret. 

SISTER ELIZABETH KENNY (Doerr) Eight or more long lacy petals in creamy 
white blending to green inside. Ten of these 3” beauties on a thin stemmed 
16-inch plant. 

ORCHID DRIFTWOOD (Doerr) Imagine a “double” Wedgwocd and you have 
the general picture of this. Twelve 3” oddly shaped florets on a 16” spike. 
Each floret has 12 petals, in orchid, lavender and cream. 

ARTHUR C. KOERNER (Doerr) A beautiful red with up to 18 petals per floret. 
Twelve 3” florets on an 18” spike. 

Any of the above Doerr’s Exotic Hybrids, any size 

$1.00 

Testimonials 
Last year received your TREASURE CHEST. Can’t begin to tell you the hap- 

piness and excitement they gave us. Thank you. Mrs. C. L. Batchelder, Conn. 

SWEETEST MAID from a No. 4 bulb made a magnificent spike in all the heat 
last summer. The ruffled form was simply beautiful. Eight open on a perfectly 
straight spike. It was one of my two best spikes last year. Dr. F. J. Knocke, N. J. 

Your ROBINSON CRUSOE, in my garden last year was out of this world and 
I must have more. I had one that measured nearly 5” across, kept it in the re- 
frigerator a long time to show my friends. Mrs. C. M. Wright, Arkansas. 
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Dragons and Novelties 
COOPERII (290). One of the rare species. Tall, thin stemmed plants. The color 

of the bloom is greenish tan. Bend the top petal of the bloom back and you 
have something quite different for arrangements, not to be had in other glads. 
One of the interesting “wild glads.” Large 50c, Medium 40c. 

CORSAGE (361 Knight) Interesting and useful corsage or arrangement flower. 
The 3% to 4 inch flowers are composed of long narrow petals which are laciniated, 
ruffled and curled and of extra heavy substance, therefore last a long time out of 
water. Color is creamy pink, blending rose towards edges. 
L 35c; M 25c; Small 2 for 20c; Bts. 10 for 25c. 

DINOSAUR (550 Gosling) This dragon is variable, ranging from large sprawling 
blossoms to spurred doubling florets, in a bright rose scarlet salmon blend. Our 
observation shows that most blossoms have more than 6 petals. 
Large 35c, Medium 25c. 

FAIRY GIANT (560 Gosling) Originator’s description: A seedling of Fairy Dragon 
and White Dragon. The giant of the dragons. 6-8 huge florets, feathered pink 
on lavender base, with spurs like needles pointing backward and 4-5 extruded 
bristling buds in color.” Our own observation is that like most DRAGONS this is 
variable, some blossoms have more spurs than others. This is a fast propagator, 
therefore can offer at reduced price. Large $1.00, Medium 75c, Small 30c, Bts. 5-50c 

FANTASY (430 Rich) Regular height plants with long flower heads, bearing beau- 
tiful curled, ruffled and spurred florets of heavy substance. Color is a fine 
salmon and light green blend. Medium 30c 

G. DRACOCEPHALUS (290 Species) One of the original “wild glads.” Tall 
willowy plants, bearing green flowers. Right now green glads are in great 
demand. Will ship largest bulbs to earliest orders. Medium 50c, Small 50c 

MULTIPETAL (Koerner) This is the pollen parent of DOERR’S famous EXOTIC 
HYBRIDS. Since most glad fans are growing seedlings, many will want to try 
their luck for “DOUBLES” and NEW TYPES. Get some bulbs of MULTIPETAL, 
also some BIRD OF PARADISE, use their pollen on your pets among the regular 
glads. Multipetal is a creamy white with a great number of petals. 
L 50c; M 35c; S 2 for 35e 

PELLETIER D’OISY (290 Lemoine) Green, stippled orange. Green glads are in 
demand and this is certainly green. Fine for corsages and arrangements. 
Mixed sizes 2-50c 

PINK SPURS (490 Gosling) An interesting dragon with mottled spurred buds, 
opening to pink, blotched chocolate blossoms. Most bloom have large spurs. 
Large 35c, Medium 30c 

SHAGGY DRAGON (532 Gosling) This dragon is salmon orange, flushed deeper 
toward petal edges. Some bloom are double, some spurred. All are interesting 
and useful in arrangements. Large 30c, Medium 25c, Small 2/25, 10 for $1.00 

WEDDING DAY (Koerner) When hundreds of Wedding Day were in bloom last 
summer, we noticed many types and forms among them. Some types were 
spurred, some had long narrow, sharply laciniated petals, some were cupshaped. 
Its petals are about all equal size. There are many, looking for something 
especially nice for arrangements. Make your own selections when they bloom, 
save the bulblets in fall and grow your own selections. These beautifully formed 
blossoms will give your arrangements that artistic touch. Nothing just like 
Wedding Day. Blooming size bulbs, mixed sizes 10 for $1.00 

WHITE DRAGON (300 Gosling) Globular, creased and crinkled florets of heavy 
texture, in ivory white with a pink dot deep in the throat. The complex spurs of 
the clustered bloom give an appearance of doubleness. 
Medium 40c, Small 20c, Bts. 5 for 25c 
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Miniature and Small Glads 
ALECIA (200 MacPhail) Tall slender plants. Round 2% inch pure white florets 

with pure white stamens. The florets, which are not hooded, lie flat against the 
stem. Large 40c, Medium 30c, Bts. 8 for 25c 

ATOM (236 Hedgecock) The most popular red miniature. Petal edges are bordered 
white. For corsages and arrangements. Mixed sizes 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00 

BAMBI (290 Pierce) This is one of the greenest glads we know of. As it grows 
here the color is deep green, blending lighter inside. The bloom is also ruffled, 
which brings it right up-to-date. Medium $1.00, Small 50c, Bts. 5 for 50c 

BLONDIE (306 Lins) Ruffled cream florets on tall slender stems. Medium 3 for 25c 

BONNIE PRINCE (262 Barker) Best deep rose pink ruffled miniature. Not many 
good ones in this color. Good slender plants, opening 6-7 with more buds in 
color. Has won many prizes. If you like deep rose pink, you will like BONNIE 
PRINCE. Large 35c, Medium 25c, Small 2 for 25c, Bts. 10 for 25c 

BO PEEP (231 Butt) One of the loveliest miniatures. Ruffled rich light salmon 
with delicate gloxinia peppered throat. Fine plants and an easy grower. 
Large 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; Medium, 3 for 25c, 10 for 65c; Small, 10 for 35¢ 

COLOGNE (344 Roberts) Fragrant deep scarlet pink. Tall slender plants. 
Medium 30c 

CRINKLETTE (224 Butt) Early blooming ruffled orange pink. Is the parent of 
Butt’s famous miniatures. Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c, Small 5 for 25c 

CRUSADER (301 Fischer) Early ruffled white with purple blotch. 
Large 25c, Medium 20c 

DRESDEN (210 Butt) Delightful clean ruffed light yellow. Gold Medal winner. 
Large 25c 

FLASHLIGHT (237 Roberts) Scarlet with large clean cut yellow center, which 
covers most of the lower half of the florets. Ruffled and makes good plants. 
Large 35c, Small 2 for 30c, Bts. 10 for 20c 

GAILY CLAD (211 Hardy) Early, ruffled yellow with flashy red blotch. 
Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c, Small 5 for 25c, Bts. 25 for 25c 

GOBLIN (242 Butt) This is one of Butt’s newer miniatures. Has tall slender stems, 
blooms early. The ruffled bloom is salmon pink and yellow with green deep in 
throat. 
Large 25s, 5 for $1.00; Med. 20c, 5 for 80c; Sm. 2/20c, 10/75c; Bts. 25-35c, 100-$1.00 

GOLDETTE (212 Butt) This is the best ruffled yellow genuine miniature. Stems 
are thin and of good height. Opens 8-10, always well placed florets on 20 bud 
flower heads. Should easily win at the shows and is an excellent arrangement 
flower. 
Large 60c, 5-$2.00; Medium 40c, 5-$1.50 Small 20c, 10-$1.50; Bts. 10-40c, 100-$2.50 

GREMLIN (251 Butt) Ruffled rosy red with a deeper blotch, bordered cream. 
Medium 2 for 25c, Small 10 for 50c 

IMPROVED LACINATUS (Kundred) An improvement on the original LACINA- 
TUS, which was introduced at $1,000.00 per bulb. The rose pink, narrow petals 
are sharply laciniated. For corsages and arrangements. 
Medium 25c, 5 for $1.00; Small 2 for 25c¢ 

JINGLES (230 Lins) Waxy, ruffled and needlepointed rich salmon pink with white 
heart. Excellent arrangement miniature. Has been awarded section Champion 
award many times. Large 25c, Medium 20c 

ITTL LD (220 Fischer) We never get tired of the beautiful deep yellow color 
: of ELIE GOLD. Very pretty. Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 30c 
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MINIATURE AND SMALL GLADS (continued)— 

MARIONETTE (213 Butt) One of the eye catching miniatures. Wide open ruffled 
yellow with lower petals blotched rosy brown. Builds a good spike for 
a miniature. Large 25c, Medium 20c 

MELGODIE (331 K & M) Excellent new small glad from Pfitzer. Rich warm pink 
with brilliant velvet scarlet blotches on 3 lower petals. Floret form, substance, 
etc., are all good. Medium 35c, Small 20c, Bts. 5 for 30c 

OBERBEYERN (379 K & M) Tall thin stemmed blue with white throat. 
Large 2 for 30c, Medium 2 for 20c 

PIROUETTE (282 Butt) Ruffled deep salmon with gloxinia stippled throat. Thin 
wiry stems. Large 20c 

ROYAL ROBES (354 Lins) Very ruffled velvety dark red. 
Medium 2 for 25c, Small 4 for 25c 

SKALAWAG (242 Butt) Early blooming rich deep salmon with yellow lip and 
peppered throat. Excellent plants. This sounds like an ordinary description 
but this is one of the best miniatures. Large 25c, Small 2 for 20c 

SPRITE (320 Palmer) Clean light golden orange, very ruffled and one of the really 
beautiful small glads. Large 2 for 30c 

STATUETTE (213 Butt) Ruffled yellow with purple stippling in the throat. 
Large 2 for 30c, Medium 2 for 25c 

TOYTOWN (224 Butt) This, in our opinion, is the most beautiful and useful of the 
small glads. The heavily ruffled, brilliant orange scarlet, lighter throated, wide 
open florets are always perfectly placed on thin wiry stems. Our last year’s 
lengthy appraisal of this beauty, still stands. Although we had a good supply, 
we could have used more bloom of TOYTOWN. Arrangements composed of 
TOYTOWN and GRETCHEN, were enthusiastically bought at our flower shop. 
The bulbs are healthy and the bulblets grow well. A good stock enables us to 
offer this beauty at a bargain price now. 
Large 50c, 5 for $2.00; Medium 35c, 5 for $1.50 

ST. PAUL (252 Koerner) Brilliant red. Most bloom have sharply laciniated narrow 
petals. Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 30c 

WHITE SATIN (100 Koerner) The best face-up white miniature. Florists use 
large quantities of WHITE SATIN in bridal bouquets and other arrangements. 
Face-ups are easy to use in arrangements as, no matter which way you place 
them, the bloom looks right at you. 
Large 2 for 25c, 10 for 1.00; Medium 3 for 25c, 10 for 65c 

WHITE SPORT OF WEDGEWOOD (300 Lins) A ruffled pure white sport or 
mutation of WEDGEWOOD, discovered among our plants, several years ago. 
This is nice and tall and is a good grower and propagator. NOT A SEEDLING. 
Most of our stock consists of small bulbs but we will include the large and 
medium bulbs of this in the first orders. 
Mixed sizes 5 for $1.00; Bts. 25 for 50c, 100 for $1.00 

FRAGRANT GLADS 
COLOGNE (344 Roberts) This would be a nice scarlet pink glad, even without 

fragrance but it is also fragrant, most pronounced in the morning. Medium 30c 

PINK FRAGRANCE (440 Spencer) Very fragrant, ruffled light salmon pink with 
deeper blotch. Good straight plants with flower heads well above the foliage, 
thus making it a good cutter. Large 60c, Medium 40c 

SWEETIE (251 Spencer) Bright red with white throat. Very showy and very 
fragrant. Small 20c; Bts 3 for 25c. 

THIS IS IT (482 Spencer) Fragrant ruffled pure pink. This is in great demand 
and the supply is small this year. Mixed sizes, 2 for 40c 

YELLOW ROSE (413 Spencer) A beautiful yellow which sometimes looks like a 
semi double yellow rose. Said to be the most fragrant variety. Large 60c 
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Whites 
WHITE TOWER (501 Lins) Large pure white with 

vivid pink blotch. Can produce a tall plant with a 
long flower head with 6-8 open bloom. One of the 
small number of varieties, placed on the NAGC 
recommended list. 
Large 20c, 5 for 80c; Medium 2 for 30c 

ALBESCA (300 Armstrong) Ruffled pure white, green 
deep in the throat. Opens 6 on a four ft. spike with 
a good flower head. 
L 2 for 30c; M 3 for 25c; S 5 for 30c; Bts. 50 for 25c. 

ARES (301 K & M) Creamy amber white with red 
blotch. Wide open bloom and makes good plants 
with long flower heads with 6-8 open. A good variety. 
Large 25c, Small 2 for 20c 

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE (400 Harris) Tall straight 
plants with long flower heads. Pure white wide 
open heavy textured bloom. One of the best all 
purpose whites. 
Large 2-30c, 10-$1.00; Medium 3-25c; Small 5-30c 

GOOD MORNING (503 Lacy) Large Corona type white 
flushed rose toward petal edges and has a small 
throat feather. Uniform tall plants with long flower 
heads. An excellent performer. 
Large 50c, Medium 35c, Small 20c, Bts. 10 for 40c 

POLARIS (500 Butt) Very large white, often 6” across. 
Opens 8 on a 22 bud flower head on a tall plant. 
Large 30c, Medium 20c, Small 2 for 25c, Bts. 20-25c 

SIERRA SNOW (400 Harris) Large ruffled white. Can 
produce a show spike with 10 open bloom on tall 
strong plant. Is also a good breeder. 

WHITE TOWER Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 25c, Small 5 for 30c 

SNOW CLAD (500 Harris) Another giant white. Grows 5 ft. tall with 30 inch flower 
head. Great commercial and exhibition variety. 
Large 25c, Medium 2 for 30c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

SNOWDRIFT (400 Fischer) Ruffled white of heavy substance. Well grown, some 
are exhibition spikes. 
Large 25c, Medium 2 for 30c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

WHITE CLOUD (500 Roberts) This one is really white. Large ruffled pure white 
bloom on a tall plant. Healthy and is a good propagator. 
Large 35c, Medium 25c, Small 3 for 25c, Bts. 15 for 25. 

WHITE GODDESS (500 Roberts) Very ruffled white. Tall strong plants with long 
flower heads. Opens 8 large ruffled heavy textured bloom at a time. One of 
the best. 
Large 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; Medium 3 for 25c 

WHITE LACE (300 Fischer) Nicely formed, ruffled white. Plants are short but is 
fine for arrangements. Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c, Small 5 for 30c 

Testimonials 

SWEETEST MAID is the most beautiful thing you ever introduced and certainly 
one of the TOP TEN glads in commerce. Bruce Collins, Mich. 

I got your TREASURE CHEST several times and got some beauties. Bert 
S. Hind, Florida. 
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Creams 

ADORABLE (406 K & M) Large green buds opening to large cream florets with 

creamy amber throat. Huge spikes with 8 large ruffled bloom. Ideal show and 

cutflower. Large 25c 

CATRIONA (506 Taylor) Large slightly ruffled deep cream. Opens 8 on a good 

straight plant with 20 bud heads. Silver Medal winner in Canada. 
Large 25c, Medium 15c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

LADY JANE (406 Lake) Chartreuse cream. Keeps a long time after cutting. 

Large 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; Medium 3 for 25c 

LA VALLE (506 Lines) This is a fine large lively cream with a dark orange blotch. 
Plants are tall with good flower heads. Large 25c 

LORELEI (506 Howell) A beautiful new cream which is already one of the most 
popular varieties. Opens 6-8 large, ruffled, wide open bloom on a 20 bud flower 
head on 5 ft. plants. Blooms well from all sized bulbs. Bulblets grow well. 
Large 75c, Medium 50c, Small 25c, Bts. 5 for 25c 

WHITE GOLD (506 Scheer) Very large deep cream, some seasons is almost light 
yellow. An easy grower, always makes a good spike and blooms early. 
Large 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; Medium 3 for 25c, 10 for 50c; Small 10 for 30c 

Yellows and Buffs 

A.B. COUTTS (516 Coutts) Large peach buff blending to deep yellow inside. Opens 
a grand head of perfectly placed bloom on a strong plant with 20 bud flower head. 
Uniformly good spikes. Most agree this is the best glad in this color class. To hit 
the shows plant early. Large 25c, Medium 15c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

ARGENTINE (410 Roberts 55) One of the best new exhibition yellows. Opens 8 

well placed, heavy textured, ruffled bloom with most of the remaining buds in 
color, on a 20 bud flower head. Should have no trouble winning the ribbons. 
Large $1.50, Medium $1.00 

AUREOLE (410 Pruitt) Beautiful very ruffled light yellow. Opens 6 well placed, 
well attached bloom on a good height, willowy plant. 
Large 2 for 25c, 5 for 50c; Medium 3 for 25c, 5 for 35c; Small 10 for 40c 

AUTUMN GOLD (412 Prestgard) A beautiful color blend of deep yellow to light 
orange. Plants are not tall but what a beautiful color blend for arrangements. 
Medium 3 for 25c, Small 5 for 25c 

CATHERINE BEATH (312 Coutts) Claimed by some to be the best clean deep 
yellow in its size class. Opens 8 perfectly placed 4” bloom. Can take any kind 
of weather. A great prize winner. 
Medium 20c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

CORONADO (412 Pruitt) An excellent medium deep golden yellow, which is a 
consistent producer of good spikes. Opens 8-10 large ruffled bloom of fine form 
on 20 bud flower heads, on good plants. Should be a good showflower as well 
as a good cutter. Large 60c, Medium 40c 

FORSYTHIA (512 Harris) Large ruffled and fluted chartreuse yellow of very heavy 
substance. Plants are tall with long flower heads. An easy grower and a 
good propagator. 
Large 2 for 30c, 5 for 50c; Medium 3 for 25c, 5 for 35c; Small 10 for 40c 

FORT KNOX (412 Graff) Large deep yellow. Opens 6-8 five-inch blooms on an 
18 bud head on good strong plants. This seems about the best performing yellow 
in this shade. We had excellent spikes of this last summer and in good quantity. 
You don’t have to grow a hundred to get a few good spikes of this. 
Large 25c, Medium 20c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 30c 
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YELLOWS AND BUFFS continued— 

GOLD (412 Marshall) Beautiful rich golden yellow. Very ruffled, beautifully formed 
and well placed florets on a good spike. One of the loveliest ruffled yellows. 
Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c 

GOLD BOND (510 Harris) Clean heavy textured canary yellow. Can Open 8 on 
20 bud flower heads, under good culture. Large 20c, Medium 15c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

GOLD DUST (310 K & M) An early blooming rich colored yellow. 
Large 3 for 35c, Medium 5 for 25c 

GOLD MEDAL (516 Beardmore) Large buffy yellow on a large plant with long 
flower head. Large 25c 

GOLDEN ARROW (510 Pruitt) Large clean ruffled light yellow on tall straight 
plants with good 18 bud flower heads. Large 2 for 25c, Medium 4 for 25c 

GOLDEN DIANA (412 Harris) Deep yellow without markings. Can produce a tall 
spike with 8 of its 20 buds open at a time. 
Large 25c, Medium 20c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

GOLDRUFF (312 Palmer) Extremely ruffled clean apricot yellow. Opens 6-7 
beautifully formed, heavy textured blooms on medium plants. 
Large 25c, Medium 20c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

HERALD (316 Palmer) Deep yellow shading to orange salmon with large red blotch. 
Very showy and beautiful. Opens 8 ruffled bloom on medium plant. 
Large 25c, Medium 20c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

KOLIBRIE (313 K & M) If you like sharp contrast, this is it. This Pfitzer 
butterfly type is yellow with large contrasty maroon blotches. Long thin stemmed 
plants. Large 35c, Small 2 for 25c, Bts. 10 for 25c 

PACTOLUS (417 K & M) Showy deep yellow apricot with a large orange blotch. 
Large 2 for 30c 

PEACH GLOW (416 Harris) Large clean buffy peach. Can open 8 wide open 
bloom of heavy substance on long flower heads. 
Large 15c, Small 5 for 30c, Bts. 25 for 15¢ 

PROSPECTOR (410 Leffingwell) One of the most beautiful yellows. A bright 
yellow with amber lip. Opens 6-8 of these beautiful, ruffled, perfectly placed, 
two-toned yellow blossoms on 20 bud flower heads on tall plants. Excellent 
variety. Large 30c, Bts. 10 for 25c 

ROBERT ALAN (412 Lorenz) Large clean yellow on good plants with long flower 
heads. A rich, pleasing shade of yellow. Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c 

SCEPTRE (410 White) Soft clear medium yellow. Tall plants with nearly yard long 
flower heads of 22 buds. Opening 8-9, wide open ruffled bloom at a time. A 
great show and florist flower. 
Large 40c, 5-$1.50; Medium 35c, 5-$1.25; Small 2-35c, 10-$1.50; Bts. 10-30c, 100-$2.00 

SPOTLIGHT (413 Palmer) Rich deep yellow with a beautiful red blotch. 
Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c 

TERRIFIC (410 Wilson) Tall canary yellow. Opens 10 of its 20 buds at one time. 
Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c 

TUNIAS CLASSIC (410 Both) Large clean mellow yellow with deeper yellow lip. 
Rated A in Australia. 
Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 25c, Small 6 for 25c, Bts. 25 for 25c 

WAX CANARY (516 Woods) Large light yellowish salmon, blending to yellow heart. 
Delicate peppering in throat. Opens 5-7 wide open, beautifully formed bloom on 
good plants. A very beautiful variety. We wish it were a faster propagator. 
Large 50c 
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Orange 

CHIEF PONTIAC (524 Snyder) Large scarlet orange 

on tall plants. Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 30c 

DAISY MAE (521 Lins) Large mellow orange with 
cherry blotch. Plants are tall with long flower 
heads, opening 6-8 wide open bloom at a time. Has 

won many awards. 
Large 2-25c, 10-$1.00 Medium 3 for 25c, 10 for 60c 

FIESTA (424 Roberts 55) An unusual deep orange 
with fine yellow veigning all over the flower. Opens 
7 large ruffled and fluted florets on tall straight 
stems, with long heads. Fiesta is properly named, 
a gay carefree flower that attracts immediate atten- 
tion in any garden. Large $1.50; Medium $1.00. 

FIRE OPAL (422 Fischer) Brilliant ruffled orange 

with yellow throat. 
Large 25c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

GATINEAU (422 Palmer) Tall lively orange. Long 
flower heads on good plants. A nice clean orange 
blending to yellow throat. 
Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 25c, Small 5 for 30c 

GINGER (422 Fischer) Ruffled orange with yellow 
throat and a blotch. Large 2 for 30c 

MARIGOLD (420 Palmer) A beautiful new rich clean 
tangerine orange. Opens 8 ruffled bloom on a 4% 
ft. spike. A Canadian Silver Medal winner. Med. 50c 

ORANGE GOLD (422 Marshall) One of the most bril- 
i liant and also one of the most popular true orange 

glads. A powerful grower, brilliant and showy. 
TROCADERO Large 2 for 25c, 5 for 50c; Medium 3 for 25c, 5-35c 

ORANGE PETUNIA (421 Wilson) Mr. Wilson is famous for his oranges and 
smokies. This is one of his scarce ones. A beautiful rich salmon orange blend, 
the exact color combination is hard to put down in words. Plant early to hit 
early shows. Opens 8 wide open florets on strong plants. 
Large 35c, Medium 25c, Bts. 10 for 25c 

REGINA (420 Palmer) If we had to limit ourselves to only 10 varieties, one of 
them would be REGINA. Last summer we had gorgeous spikes of this, practi- 
cally all perfect. Tall, straight and with long flower heads of 20 buds, 7-8 open. 
Placement always correct. The color of its ruffled, waved, wide open, heavy tex- 
tured bloom is a grand orange yellow blend with a small scarlet blotch. Be sure 
to try REGINA. Large 25c 

VALENTINE (421 Larus) A distinctive orange with a showy deeper orange scarlet 
blotch. Opens 8. Large 35c; Medium 25c; Bts. 10 for 25c. 

VIVALDI (322 K & M) New butterfly type from Pfitzer. Orange with vivid velvet 
brown blotch. Very striking color combination. 
Medium 35c; Small 20c; Bts. 10 for 25c. 

Testimonials 

I am very happy with my “Glads” which just finished blooming. They were 
magnificent spikes and almost anyone of them would have won a prize at the 
show. The quality of your bulbs improve each year and I am delighted with the 
results I got. J. R. King, Minn. 

My Delphenium arrived in fine shape. Fred Zeldenthins, Iowa. 
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Pinks and Salmons 

ATTICA (331 K & M) Eight perfectly placed salmon pink with yellow throated 
blossoms grace a 20 bud spike on tall thin stems. One of Pfitzer’s butterfly type. 
Large 25c, Medium 20c, Small 3 for 25c, Bts. 20 for 30c 

BALLERINA (541 Rowse) A giant plant with 8 huge 6” frilled light pink florets. 
Strong grower. Large 25c, Medium 20c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

BERMUDA (531 Roberts) Heavily ruffled light salmon, blending to a white heart. 
Opens 8 large bloom on a good spike. Very beautiful. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Large $1.50, Medium $1.00, Bts. 2 for 25c 

BOISE BELLE (483 Roberts) A pink and yellow blend. The yellow lip is edged 
pink. A great show flower. Large-Medium 25c 

BOLD FACE (533 Evans) A deep pink or very light red with a white throat and a 
rose red blotch. This is a fine grower and a flashy color combination. 
Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 30c 

CHINOOK (532 Lines) A giant pure salmon pink without marking. One of the 
best. Large 30c, Medium 25c 

DOLLY VARDEN (533 Harris) Another giant bright salmon pink. Opens 6 on 
long head on tall strong plants. Large 20c, Medium 15c 

EXOTIC (430 Lins) Warm light salmon pink blending to an immaculate white 
heart. Delicate and refined color. Good plants and flower heads. 
Large 20c, 5 for 75c, Medium 15c, 5 for 55c 

FRIENDSHIP (422 Fischer) Medium sized ruffled light pink. One of the best 
early pink cutflowers. 
Large 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; Medium 3 for 25c, 10 for 75c; Small 10 for 35c 

GORGEOUS DEB (530 Wilson) Very ruffled rich salmon with yellow throat. One 
of Wilson’s best. Medium 25c 

JESSIE MAE (443 Knight) Ruffled and fluted bright deep pink with a scarlet 
feather. Large 20c 

KING SIZE (531 Hartman) Can produce a 5 ft. spike with yard long head with 10 
open florets, if well grown. Large 25c, Medium 15c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

LA MERE (543 Burns) A new giant from Australia. This one is a large rich shade 
of pink with a vivid red blotch. Opens 8 six inch bloom on a 5 ft. plant. 
Large 50c, Small 20c 

LOVABLE (532 Rowse) Another giant from Australia. A salmon pink with a 
yellow throat. Opens 8 6” bloom on a tall spike. 
Large 30c, Medium 20c, Small 2 for 20c, Bts. 10 for 25c 

MARVELOUS (443 Lins) Stock reserved for propagation. 

MINARET (432 Fischer) A rich shade of pink with white throat. Builds a good 
tall spike and a good flower head. Large 40c, Bts. 10 for 25c 

M. W. BLANDEN (544 Blanden) A giant lively rich pink with a lighter throat and 
white midribs. Always makes a good tall spike with a wonderful flower head. 
One of the best from Australia. This one seems to like conditions in the U. S. A. 
Large 25c, Medium 20c 

NEW YORKER (440 Graff) Can make as good a spike as Spic. Grows 55” tall 
with up to 8 open on 20 bud heads. Ruffled deep pink. 
Large 2 for 35c, Medium 2 for 25c, Small 5 for 25c, Bts. 25 for 25c 

PAINTED LADY (443 Roberts) Fluted and needlepointed blossoms in medium 
pink blending to white inside. Lip petals are edged scarlet, in a picotee effect. 
Very unusual. Nothing just lage Painted Lady. Large 25c, Medium 20c 
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PINKS AND SALMONS (continued)— 

PASTEL BEAUTY (440 Blanden) Large carmine pink 

with deeper corona flusing on petal edges. One of 

the best Australians. 
Large 25c, Small 3 for 25c, Bts. 15 for 25¢ 

PAUL BUNYAN (540 Melk) A new giant, which opens 

10 very large ruffled bloom on a 20 bud flower head 

on a tall plant. Color is pink with a rose spot in 

the throat. Large 50c, Small 25c, Bts. 5 for 25c 

PINK CHIFFON (440 Fischer) Mellow light rose pink, 

claimed to be the finest light rose pink. Opens 5-6 

bloom at a time. Valuable on account of its color and 

earliness. 
“Large 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; Medium 3 for 25, 10-65c; 

Small 10 for 50c; Bts. 100 for 50c 

PINK DIAMOND (440 Fischer) Precise perfect spikes. 

Ruffled pastel pink, perfectly formed bloom. Opens 

8 on 20 bud heads on perfect spikes. Large 25ce 

PINK WEDDING (560 Lins) Large light rose pink 

with lighter throat. Grows 50” tall with 24” flower 

head. Opens 6 to 8 5%” bloom. 
Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 30c 

ROSALIND (430 Palmer) Large ruffled rich pastel 

apricot salmon blending to yellow throat. Opens 8 

on a huge spike. A Silver Medal winner. Fine 
grower and makes sound healthy bulbs, a fine 

propagator. 
Large 35c, 10 for $2.80; Medium 25c, 10 for $1.75; 
Small 10 for 75c; Bts. 15 for 25c, 100 for $1.00 

ROSEBUD PICOTEE (460 Fischer) Delicate blush 
pink, blending to deeper rose at petal edges. This 

TREASURE ISLAND blending is a smooth deepening of color, not just a 
series of fleckings. Medium 25c 

RUFFLED DREAM (440 Fischer) A tall strong spike with long flower head of 20 

buds. Beautiful pale dreamy pink ruffled florets of fine form and heavy sub- 

stance. Medium 30c 

SAM SMITH (430 Both) Ruffled glowing orange salmon blend with a yellow throat. 

Said to be Both’s best. Has an award of merit in England and A for exhibition. 
Not much stock available. Large 40c, Medium 30c 

SHEHEREZADE (541 K & M) Creamy pink with strawberry blotch. 
Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 25c 

STARFIRE (433 Pruitt) Tall salmon with a cream throat and a large red blotch. 
Certainly a blotched novelty. Large 25c 

SOUTHERN BELLE (483 Fischer) A beautiful mild warm salmon pink of slight 
smoky cast. Has a clean white throat, is ruffled and very beautiful. 
Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 30c 

SPIC & SPAN (432 Carlson) Still one of the best ruffled deep pinks. 
Large 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; Medium 3 for 25c, 10 for 75c 

SUMMER CHARM (540 Lins) Large blush pink with faint lavender peppering in 
throat. Buds are pale yellow. Tall strong plants. Large 2 for 30c 

TREASURE ISLAND (540 Lins) Beautifully formed light pink. Perfect color 
penetration, substance and texture. Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c 

VISION (331 Roberts) Very ruffled light salmon. 22 bud flower heads on good 
plants. Should win easily. Medium 25c, Small 2 for 25c, Bts. 10 for 25c 
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Rose 
BURMA (564 Palmer) Heavily ruffled deep rose red. One of the most popular 

varieties. Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c 

BURMA ROSE (560 Lash) Large very ruffled hot deep rose pink, a color you can 
spot across the field. Uniformly good plants with good flower heads. One of the 
very best performing and most beautiful varieties. Highly recommended. 
Large 25c, Medium 2 for 30c, Small 5 for 40c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

SUS (460 Errey) Wonderful rosy pink, blending to rich cream throat. Opens 
5” bloom on a tall spike. One of the best from Australia. Large 35c 

DIRECTOR (464 Roberts 56) A new long headed Burma type. A beautiful blend 
of various shades of deep rose and red. Opens one of the grandest flower heads, 
of extremely ruffled, heavy textured florets imaginable. Opens 10 with most 
remaining of its 22 buds in color. This grand variety is bound to become popular 
for exhibition and garden. Large $2.50, Medium $2.00 

EVOLUTION (562 Franklin) A large flowered novelty. The base color is cream, 
finely striped and peppered rose. The overall effect is rose. Something different. 
Large 25c, Small 3 for 25c, Bts. 10 for 25c 

MAGNET 562 Fischer) Large bloom of deep cattleya orchid color. Makes a good 
spike with a grand flower head. Good color. Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 25c 

ROSE CHARM (360 Fischer) Early deep rose and cream. Medium 8 for 25c 

ROSIE O’GRADY (462 Harris) Described by the introducer as the sweetest 
medium rose with a deeper throat. Can open 8 512” bloom on a 19 bud head on 
tall plant. 
Large 25c, Medium 20, Small 2 for 25c, Bts. 15 for 25c 

ROSITA (562 Woods) Giant ruffled and fluted warm cerise rose pink. Tall plants 
with long flower heads. One of the best rose pinks. Large 25c, Medium 2 for 30c 

Lavender 

BALMORAL (466 Robinson) A large lavender. Opens 6-8 large bloom on a tall 
plant with long flower heads. Easy grower. 
Large 35c, Medium 25c, Small 2 for 25c, Bts. 15 for 25c¢ 

BRIDAL ORCHID (566 Carlson) Giant light lavender. Opens 8 on a tall plant. 
Large 2 for 25c, Medium 3 for 25c 

CAMPANILE (466 Fischer) One of the tallest lavenders. Should be a good cut- 
flower. Bulblets grow about 100%. If you like them tall, get this. 
Medium 40c, Small 20c, Bulblets 8 for 25c 

CRINOLINE BELLE (466 Bork) This could be called a larger Wedgwood. The 
butterfly type florets are larger and the plants are taller. Opens 5-7 of these 
beautifully formed ruffled florets at a time on slender 55” plants. Blooms in 
65-68 days. 
L 40c, 10 for $3.; M 30c, 10 for $2; S 20c, 10 for $1.50; Bts. 10 for 30c, 100 for $1.50. 

ELIZABETH THE QUEEN (566 White) Clear, ruffled lavender with darker lines 
in throat. Most popular lavender. 
Large 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; Medium 3 for 25c, 10 for 65c 

FALCON (567 Woods) The large recurved needlepointed florets are lavender with 
lower petals cream, peppered rose. A beautiful large lavender of unusual 
coloring. Large 15c, Medium 10c 

GAIL (466 Farrington) Tall lavender, shading deeper on petal edges. Its thin strong 
stems can take any weather. 
Large 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; Medium 3 for 25c, 10 for 75c 

HEIRLOOM (566 Klein) Some spikes are simply grand. Color is clean pinkish 
lavender. Some spikes come short. If you get a good one you can win easily. 
Large 2 for 35c, Medium 2 for 25c 

MADELINE HEFTY (466 Woods) Large deep lavender with a good flower head 
and a good plant. Large 2 for 30c 

PRIDE OF ERIN (567 Franklin) Large mauve lavender with deeper throat. Good 
color blend and the spike shows good bud color. Medium 20c, Bts. 15 for 25c¢ 
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Violet Blue 
ABU HASSAN (378 Pfister) Deepest violet blue. Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 25c 

CRATER LAKE (476 Williams) Large medium deep blue with a slight cream 
feather. Can open 8 5” bloom on a 20 bud head. Most blues are not healthy but 
this has been satisfactory. Highly recommended by the introducer John Bastian 
of Oregon. Was named after the deep blue waters of Crater Lake in Oregon. 
Large 50c, Medium 35c 

GRATIA (576 De Bee) Large ageratum blue with deep violet lower petal. Beautiful. 
Large 40c 

CBERBEYERN (379 Ffitzer) Deep blue with white throat. 
Large 2 for 30c, Medium 3 for 30c 

PORCELAIN BLUE (478 Rich) Large pansy blue with cream throat feather. 
Large 20c 

PINACLE (576 Jack) The only giant light blue. Builds tremendous plants. Pale 
blue with a large purple blotch. Opens 10 six-inch florets on a 20 bud flower 
head on 5 ft. plants. Large $1.00 Small 50c, Bts. 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00 

SALMON’S SENSATION (578 Salmon) Giant medium deep blue. The largest and 
tallest deep blue. Opens 6 or more, 6 inch bloom on 5 ft. spikes. Large 25c 

SILVER GULL (476 K & M) Light blue. Makes nice flower spikes. 
Medium 2 for 30c 

VIOLET CHARM (476 Jack) Light violet blue with a deep violet blotch over cream. 
Opens 10 large bloom on a 20 bud head. An excellent performer and easy grower. 
Large 20c, Medium 15c 

Purples 
INDELIBLE (Harris 370) Bright purple. Produces perfect spikes. Opens 8 wide 

open bloom on a 25” head of 18 buds on tall plants. L 50c; M 35c; S 20¢;, 
Bts. 10 for 40c. 

KING DAVID (570 Carlson) Ruffled purple with purple red throat. Very popu- 
lar and makes healthy bulbs. L 2 for 25c; M 3 for 25c. 

KING LEAR (570 Palmer) Very large ruffled purple. L 2 for 25c; M 3 for 25c. 

LANCASTER (470 Palmer) Fine rosy purple. L 2 for 25c; M 3 for 25c. 

PURPLE BURMA (570 Boewe) A purple sport of Burma. The clear brilliant 
purple florets are extremely ruffled and of heavy substance. One of the most 
beautiful purples. L 25c; M 2 for 30c. 

ROYAL SCOTT (470 Taylor) This makes a fine plant. The color is a distinictive 
rose purple, different than most others. Opens 7 to 8 bloom at a time. 
L 2 for 30c; M 3 for 25c; S 5. for 30c. 

SHERWOOD (570 Pruitt) Huge broad petaled purple with deeper throat. Good 
plants with well placed bloom. L 2 for 30c; M 3 for 25c. 

TIMES SQUARE (470 Butt) Large magenta purple. Opens 7 large flaring bloom 
on a large plant. Small 20c. 

Testimonials 

You certainly have a grand glad in SWEETEST MAID. My registration file 
shows it as showing color in 5 buds. I have a SWEETEST MAID in our kitchen 
with the first two gorgeous florets open and 10 in color. You certainly were con- 
servative in both your registration and the catalog description. It should rate 
4 or 5 A’s in my estimation, Lewisburg Floral Gardens, Ohio. 
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Deep Red and Black Red 
BLACK CHERRY (554 Rich) Large velvety black 

red. Opens 6 large round florets on an 18 bud head 
on a tall plant. L 30c. 

BLACK KNIGHT (454 Lins) Large smooth coffee 
brown black red. Grows 50” tall and opens 6 heavy 
textured, well attached bloom. L 35e. 

BLACK OPAL (354 Errey) Medium sized dark red. 
M 3 for 25c. 

DARK DAVID (554 Morgan) Large deep maroon red. 
Strong tall plants. L 2 for 30c; M 2 for 20c. 

MIGHTY MONARCH (552 Butt) One of the strongest 
growing reds. Flower heads a yard long. Opens 
7 large bloom with many buds in color. A grand 
red. L 20. 

MRS. R. G. ERREY (554 Errey) Large black red from 
Australia. One of the best. L 2 for 30c; M 3 for 30c. 

ROYAL TREAT (452 Lins) Ruffled deep red. L 2 for 
30c; M 3 for 30c. 

RUFFLED EBONY (454 Fischer) Ruffled deep maroon. 
One of our favorites. L 20c. 

THUNDERBOLT (454 Pierce) Deep rose red with 
darker throat. A good dark red with sparkle and 
finish. Opens 6 to 7 on good plants. L 25c; M 20c. 

Scarlets and Reds 
AMAPOLA (450 Lins) Large clean bright red. Opens 7 

to 8 well placed bloom on 52” plants with 18 bud heads. 
L 2 for 35c; M 2 for 25c. 

BEACON (437 Palmer) Bright red with yellow throat. 
ROYAL TREAT Rugged plants. L 2 for 25c; M 3 for 25c. 

BOSTON (350 K&M) One of Pfitzer’s butterfly type. 6 to 8 bright red bloom on 
an 18 bud head. M 20c; S 3 for 25c; Bts. 20 for 25c. 

CARNIVAL (437 Butt) Ruffled red with white throat. M 3 for 25c. 

FLAME GIRL (536 Lins) Stock held for propagation. 

HARRISBURGER (532 Mikle) A marvelous cherry red. Nothing else like it. 
Opens 8 huge perfect bloom on a big plant. Plant early to hit the early 
shows. L 35c; M 25c, 5 for $1.00; S 2 for 30c, 5 for 60c; Bts. 10 for 25c, 50 for $1.00. 

KENWOOD (450 Lins) Large pure Christmas red without markiing. L 2 for 30c; 
M 3 for 25c. 

POINSETTIA (450 Johnson) Bright poinsettia red. L 2 for 30c; M 3 for 25c; S 5/30c. 

RED RADIANCE (450 Melk) Pure bright red. Opens 8 well placed bloom on 
20 bud flower heads on tall plants. Good cutflower. L 25ce; S 3 for 25c. 

RED TAPE (536 Butt) Large clean red with slightly deeper throat. Opens 8 
5%” heavy textured bloom on tall rugged plants. One of the best reds and a con- 
sistant producer of good spikes. L 25c; M 20c; S 2 for 20c; 

RHETT BUTLER (436 Kuhn) Very early brilliant bright scarlet red. Nothing 
else around early in the season, as bright and good as this. L 2 for 30c; M 2 for 20c. 

SCARLET GLORY (437 Dean) Bright scarlet red with a yellow throat. M 2 for 20c. 

VALERIA (436 Pruitt) One of the very best reds. Practically foolproof. Makes 
big spikes with long flower heads. Color is a fine soft red. Is grown by the 
millions for cutflowers. L 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; M 3 for 25c, 10 for 65c. 
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Smoky and Unusual Colors 

ALLAH (491 Harris) Huge ruffled deep smoky purple 
brown. Opens 8 with 6 in color on 18 bud flower 
heads on tall plants. L 50c. 

BELTRAMI (480 Lins) Ruffled and fluted brown to 
rose mulberry. M 3 for 25c. 

BRONZE KING (582 Rich) Large smooth smoky 
bronze with bright red blotch. Opens 8 on a tall 
strong plant. Excellent performer. L 20c; M 2 for 30c. 

BUCKEYE BRONZE (490 Wilson) Very popular 
copper bronze. L 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; M 3 for 25c, 
10 for 65c; S 10 for 35c. 

BUSHFIRE (583 Pupich) Smoke and fire describes this 
unusual smoky. L 2 for 30c; M 3 for 30c. 

CALEIDOSCOPE (490) Just about the oddest color 
combination imaginable. Yellow, salmon and brown, 
with brown spots all over the flower. A real nov- 
elty. L 30c; M 20c; S 15c. 

CATHERINE (542 Both) Large round smoky salmon, 
flecked slate. Can open 8 on 21 bud spike. S 2 for 20c. 

CHARLOTTE ANN (490 Lins) Ruffled deep brown 
with a small ruby blotch. Good straight plants. 
L 2 for 25c, 10 for $1.00; M 3 for 25c, 10 for 75c. 

CHARTREUSE (490 Rohrbach) Very lovely chartreuse 
green yellow. Opens 6 to 8 on 18 bud flower heads 
on 4% ft. plants. Florists like this chartreuse ruf- 

BELTRAMI fled glad. M 20c. 

CHEROKEE (590 Snyder) Distinctive velvety shade of bronze with flame blotch. 
Opens 7 5'2” beautifully formed bloom on 20 bud flower heads on tall plants. 
American Home Medal winner. L 75c; M 50c; Bts. 10 for 50c. 

CHOCTAW (491 Wilson) Light chocolate with orange red blotch. A very dis- 
tinctive and striking color combination. Tall strong grower and opens up to 10. 
L 2 for 30c; M 3 for 30c. 

COPPER LUSTRE (580 Pazderski) Large rosy brown, shading to light brown cen- 
ter and a red throat. Makes a grand flower head with 8 to 5%” heavily ruf- 
fled bloom. L 25c; M 20c; Bts. 10 for 25c. 

DUSTY MILLER (486 Elliott) Smoky old rose with cream lines. L 2 for 25c. 

GREEN LIGHT — Definitely a chartreuse yellow, or green yellow. Builds a 
substantial spike and should be valuable in breeding for the “green” glads of 
the future. M 35c, 5 for $1.40. 

GREEN MEADOW (490 Australia) This import is very scarce and we have only 
a limited amount to offer this year. Color is cool chartreuse cream, is ruffled 
and makes a good plant. M 95c. 

LEPRECHAUN (490 Saveleif) Chartreuse yellow. Opens 6 to 8 with plenty in 
color to make a good looking cut spike. L 35c; M 25c; S 2 for 25c; Bts. 15 for 25c. 

MAGIC BEAUTY (490 Europe) A new smoky and a real novelty color combina- 
tion. Grey smoky with a contrasting purple red blotch. Makes a perfect spike 
with large well formed flowers. L 50c; M 35c; S 20c. 
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SMOKY AND UNUSUAL COLORS continued— 

MRS. M. RAYWARD (583) A real exhibition glad from Australia. Opens 8 well 
placed 5%” wide open bloom on 50” spikes. Color is a beautiful combination 
of salmon and smoky lavender, like the colors of the clouds sometimes at sun- 
set. Scarce. L 45¢c; M 35c. 

OKINAWA (381 Loar) A perfect show spike with an excellent color combination. 
Opens 8 perfectly placed, heavy textured bloom on a perfect plant. The color 
combination is deep tan brown, splashed deep slate purple plus a flashy velvet 
maroon blotch. Florets are flat, wide open. Last summer all our spikes of 
this were about perfect. Our present stock was developed from one perfect 
specimen. Okinawa is classed 381 but our strain rates 481. L or M 35c. 

OKLAHOMA (386 Wilson) A beautiful, ruffled grey lavender with light throat. 
Very refined. This is one, so-called “smoky” even florists like. L 2 for 25; 
M 3 for 25c. 

PIRATE CACHE (482 Wilson) Colorful chocolate old rose with a big yellow 
blotch. Florets are wide open, ruffled and fluted. Opens 6 on a 20 bud head. 
Grows 55” tall. M 50c. 

PRAIRIE BLAZE (482 Wilson) Burnt orange with a maroon orange blotch. 
Heavily ruffled and fluted. 7 to 8 open on an 18 bud head on 55” plant. M 50c. 

PRUNELLA (580 Stringer) Certainily one of the best performing and best look- 
ing large, so-called smokies. Opens 7 large, perfectly placed florets on a 20 
bud head on 5 ft. strong straight plants. The color of the large heavy tex- 
tured bloom is plum brown with a large deep yellow blotch. An easy grower 
and a good propagator. Good in every way. L 40c; M 30c; S 20c; Bts. 8 for 25c 

ROBINSON CRUSOE (490 Lins) Nothing else like this unusual glad. The base 
color is tan, heavily marbled chocolate. Hardly any two are exactly alike. In 
some the tan color predominates while in others chocolate is the predominating 
color. For something entirely different try this. L 25¢, 5 for $1.00; M 20c, 5 for 80c. 

STORM TERROR (582 Wilson) A grand dark smoky orange with a cream blotch. 
Opens 9 5%” bloom on a 21 bud flower head on 52” plant. L 25c; M 20c. 

STORMY WEATHER (480 Barrett) Grey salmon and pink blend with a lighter 
throat. L 2 for 25c; M 8 for 25c. 

TAN GLOW (480 Arenius) An outstandiing clear pastel tan with rosy tints. 
Opens 8 5” bloom on a 22 bud flower head. A strong healthy grower and has 
many prizes. We had this bloom in good quantity and all spikes were 
good. M 35c; S 25c, 5 for $1.00; Bts. 6 for 25c, 10 for 40c. 

THE ROAN (590 Pruitt) Large chestnut red with fine white lines all over the 
petals. The name describes the general color effect. M 3 for 25c. 

TUNIAS ARISTOCRAT (585 Both) Giant blossoms of a smoky plum grey shade 
with a mild red blotch. L 25c; M 20c. 

TUNIAS MAHOMET (582 Both) Very large heavy textured bloom of a smooth 
mild rosy gray shade with a contrasting red blotch. Strong grower. L 25c. 

VOO DUN IT (490 Kadel) The large flowers are ruffled and needlepointed. 
The color is brown, gradually blendinig to tan. Has a yellow throat with brown 
stippling over the yellow. We like this color combination. L 40c; M 30c; S 2 for 35c. 

WAHOO (582 Wilson) Giant smoky orange with large extremely vivid orange 
blotch. Opens 10 6” florets on a long head on 55” plants. M 20c. 

Testimonials 
The past spring I bought my bulbs from you and wish at this time to thank 

you for some beautiful and wonderful glads. Their beauty drew many favorable 
comments. I have grown glads for years but yours were some of the best. D. E. 
Puckett, Ohio. 
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TREASURE CHEST 
This unlabeled collection, in many colors and types, is popular with our cus- 

tomers, who don’t want to bother growing their glads under name but who do want 
nice glads. If these varieties were bought under name they would cost considerably 
more. Many varieties included are obtainable only from us. Demand for these 
Treasure Chest collections is increasing each year. People are surprised they get such 
lovely flowers at such a low price. A wonderful value. 

PREPAID IN U.S.A. NO DISCOUNT 

100 LARGE 1% INCH AND UP... $5.50 

50 LARGE 14% INCH AND UP .....0 00... 3.00 
100 MEDIUM 3% TO 1% INCH 20.0. Un... a 3.90 

DOE MEDIUMS 4. TOCL Aa INCH Oe aera 2.00 

DARK COLORED COLLECTION 
We are again offering this dark colored collection because many people do not 

care for white or light pastel shades. This unlabeled collection consists of the darker 
shades, including some lovely ruffled velvety reds and maroons, worth many times the 
price at which they can be had in this collection. PREPAID IN U:S.A. 

o0SUARGE si 72 eINCHSURT.. seen $4.50 

LOOSUARGESIZSINCHLUPS es pee 8.00 

50 MEDIUM % TO 1% INCH ........ en ehen Sane 3.00 

NO DISCOUNT 

SEEDLINGS 
We grow thousands of seedlings each year, produced from hand pollenized crosses, 

using the best breeding stock available. Because we have a new lot of seedlings com- 
ing on each year, which must be planted and checked at blooming time, we must make 
selections from the first blooming. If we would grow them again, we would undoubt- 
edly find as many good ones in the second blooming as we did in the first blooming. 
Therefore there are many wonderful seedlings in our 4X mixture. At digging time 
we take out the very small percentage tagged for future consideration, all the rest 
are lifted and mixed together in one grand 4X mixture. 

We know the seedling bulbs we offer will give those, fortunate enought to get in 
on them, much pleasure. Growing these seedlings is fun. You never know what will 
show up. Some tell us, that when the seedlings come into bloom, they get up early 
each morning, to see what opened up during the night. If you find one you would like 
i name, which it not at all unlikely, that seedling is your property, to do with as you 
please. 

50 4X SEEDLING BULBS (Large and Medium Mixed) ..... $4.50 

100 4X SEEDLING BULBS (Large and Medium Mixed) ...... 8.00 

PREPAID IN U.S.A. NO DISCOUNT 
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Giant Delphinium Hybrids 
Pacific Strain (Vetterle and Reinelt) 

The best in Delphenium, producing giant spikes with large round double bloom. 
We supply good young pot grown plants with soil on the roots. Arrival in good 
growing condition assured. 

Young plants give far better results than older clumps. These young 
plants grow rapidly after being set out and will produce good flowers this year 
and even larger spikes the following year. 

ASTOLAT A new creation ranging in color from pale blush through lilac to 
deep rose. 

BLACK KNIGHT Darkest violet maroon. Velvety 2%” round bloom. 

GALAHAD Giant round double white, often 3” across. 

KING ARTHUR Large royal purple with white bees. 

SUMMER SKIES Heavenly blue of a summer sky with large white bees repre- 
senting fleecy clouds. 

These Delphenium are easy to grow perennial. If you want tall stately 
flowers order these. 

YOUR CHOICE OF VARIETIES 

5 for $1.90 
PREPAID U.S.A. NO DISCOUNT 

NEW! Giant Ruffled 

Tuberous Begonia Hybrids 
From VETTERLE and REINELT, California. World’s leading Tuberous Be- 

gonia and Delphinium breeders. 

Most begonia lovers now have the old style plain petaled Camelia type begonias. 
Vetterle and Reinelt have now perfected a new strain of RUFFLED GIANTS, 
by interbreeding the best forms of the Camelia and Fimbriata type. This group 
has reached perfection of new forms, sometimes resembling the Camellia type, or 
at times the huge Fimbriata. For beauty and variation, they surpass all other 
types. 

These new ruffled beauties are as great an advance in begonias, as are the 
new ruffled gladiolus, improvements over the old plain petaled glads. This new 
type requires the same culture as other begonias, plant them where they are 
protected against the hot noonday sun, in rich loose soil. The tuberous begonias 
we offer this season are the best available today. Besides the Ruffled Giants, 
we also offer RED PICOTEE, a two toned color, white with red picotee petal edges. 

NEW GIANT RUFFLED: White, Scarlet, Yellow, Dark Salmon, Red Picotee. 

YOUR CHOICE IN LARGE BULBS 

Large 35c, 5 for $1.50 
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PEONIES 

MARCELLA 

The peonies we offer are not the ordinary common cheap run of the mill varieties, 
but are the best available today. Most have received the AMERICAN HOME ACHIEVEMENT 
MEDAL or similar honors. They not only have beautiful bloom with a charm all their own, but 
most have stiff stems to hold them off the ground. These famous peonies are fit to grace the 
finest estate. At the 1956 Minnesota State Peony Show, Lins originations won, against all comers, 
4 DOUBLE COLOR CHAMPION AWARDS, out of the 5 possible. In class 100B, 5 Lins varieties 
won the SILVER MEDAL. GARDENIA was the GRAND CHAMPION of the show. Nothing better 
in peonies to be had. 

We have roots in storage for early spring planting. For fall planting, shipment in September. 
Suggest ordering as early as possible NOW. 

BLUE ROSE (Lins 1957) NEW. A very large full double bluish rose. This 
peony carries more blue color than any peony we know of. Stems are not as 
strong as most other Lins introductions. Has a strong sweet rose fragrance. 
We had only a few established plants of this. Visitors always admired this 
peony, referring to it as the “BLUE PEONY” and wanted to buy a division 
of it. Not available before fall, 1957. — $10.00 

BURMA (Lins) Beautifully formed double deep red. Has won highest honors 
on the show table and is also a good garden flower. Until the plant is fully 
established the bloom is a beautiful semi-double with golden stamens. Was 
Champion red again in 1956. — $3.95 

CASABLANCA (Lins) The giant full double white with perfect form and sub- 
stance. Extra heavy stems hold the giant bloom erect. Buds as big as door 
knobs. An adventure in peony growing. A peony you will be proud to 
own. — $5.95 

DOLORODELL (Lins) Another full double giant in a grand shade of rich vivid 
salmon pink. Does not fade in the sun. Heavy stems hold the giant bloom 
erect. One of the grandest peonies in existence. AMERICAN HOME 
eA MEDAL WINNER and CHAMPION LIGHT PINK in 
1956. — $4.9 
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PEONIES continued— 

ENSIGN MORIARTY (Lins) Giant full double dark pink with heavy stems. Was Champion dark pink Many times and again in 1956. To win the champion award repeatedly a peony has to be good. This belongs in every good collec- tion. Plant one early this spring and gain a year’s time. — $5.95 
FESTIVAL QUEEN (Lins) A new double yellow with a pure white collar and a pure white crown. A good plant with low foliage. — $4.95 
GARDENIA (Lins) A very large double bloom, formed like a Gardenia. Cut and opened inside, the color is blush. Opened on the plant it is white. One of the grandest peonies, which we recommend highly. Good strong stems hold the large bloom erect. Was Champ flesh many times and again in 1956. GRAND CHAMPION of the show in 1956. A must in any collection of fine peonies. — $3.95 

KING MIDAS (Lins) The most beautifully formed full double red peony. Looks like a bright red rose. Was awarded the AMERICAN HOME ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL on account of it’s perfect rose form. Some petals have a touch of gold on petal edges. A model of perfection plant. Usually produces beautiful bloom the first year, even from early spring planting. An established plant is loaded with beautiful bloom each season. — $3.95 
MANDALEEN (Lins) A very large full double rich baby pink of perfect rose form. Has a very strong sweet rose fragrance. Considered one of the best garden peonies and highly regarded by experts. — $3.95 
MAUNA LOA (Lins 1957) NEW. A very large flat full double rosy red, rather loosely built. Long willowy but adequate stems. Will make a good cut- flower. — $10.00 

MARCELLA (Lins) Medium sized full double white with strong stems. The substance is so heavy and the bloom so fully double that a dozen bloom of Marcella have surprising weight. A perfect plant loaded with lovely bloom every year. AMERICAN HOME ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL WINNER. — $4.95 
PAUL BUNYAN (Lins 1957) NEW. A very large full double beautifully formed, deep flame rose pink. First shown as a seedling in 1955. Was awarded the American HOME ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL. The experts agree this is an outstanding new peony, in fact some neutral experts felt it was the best flower in the show. This is a new peony and in limited supply. Not available before fall 1957. — $20.00 

RAMONA LINS (Lins) This, according to experts, is an all time great. One of the world’s: best peonies. The bloom is very large, full, double, and beautifully formed. The strong stems hold the great flower erect. The color is exquisite pale ivory blush with Solange undertones. An absolute must have in any collection. — $5.95 

RED CHARM (Glascock) A full double bright red HYBRID PEONY. Blooms a week earlier than other peonies. Hybrid peony roots are formed almost like a dahlia tuber. A good tuber or root with one or two eyes or buds is consid- ered a good division. — $12.00 : 

ROSE UNIQUE (Lins) Tall double dark rose. A sister seedling of Tondeleyo but a few shades deeper into rose. A rugged peony that can take wind and weather. — $4.95 
OLD LACE (Lins) A tall plant with willowy but adequate stems, each crowned with a great flat, double, perfectly formed bloom, composed of precisely ar- ranged narrow petals, radiating from the center. Opens blush pink changing to blush ivory in the sun. A very beautiful peony. — $3.95 
TONDELEYO (Lins) A large full double, non-fading flame pink with unusual fire and brilliance. Long strong stems hold the beautiful bloom Grecia gorgeous peony we recommend highly. — $3.95 
TULAGI (Lins) The perfect landscape and garden peony. Tall perfect plants with good foliage way down. Is a beautiful plant even when not in bloom. In June it is loaded with large red saucerlike bloom with a center of red, smaller petals. One of the best JAPANESE TYPE reds. Makes a great show in the garden. — $3.95 
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Testimonials 

WHITE TOWER was beautiful and one of our favorites. Edwin E. Pike, Mich. 

Have always had good luck with your bulbs. Mrs. Richard P. Kreutzer, Kans. 

SWEETEST MAID bloomed for me last year and I liked it very much. At 

present and as long as it does well, it is one of my top favorites. M. Wight, Taylor, 

Nad: 

Just a word of thanks. Received my glad bulbs, all OK. Very much pleased. 
I never saw any nicer, clean, high crowned bulbs. Also thanks for the extras. 
Leonard L. Evans, Mass. 

Received the glad bulbs. Thanks for the extras. I will be sure and recom- 
mend you to my friends. John Weching, Jr., Miss. 

Just a note to say I really liked the way you had your catalog this year and 
of course have always been well pleased with your bulbs. Grace Cunningham, 
Minn. 

Had four entries at the flower show and won 3 firsts and one second. Of 
course my bulbs came from LINS. Mrs. W. Armstrong, Minn. 

I received my glad order from you today, in perfect condition. The bulbs 
you sent look very excellent and I do appreeiate your generosity in sending so 
many extras. Mrs. H. G. Anderson, Minn. 

Thanks for the prompt way you handled my order and a big thanks for the 
extras. Now I have so much to look forward to. The bulbs were nice too. Mrs. 
F. M. Clark, Vancouver, Wash. 

The Delphenium plants arrived; they look very thrifty. I thought they were 
very well packaged and if they don’t grow it surely isn’t your fault. I was real 
pleased at their healthy condition. Thanks for the extras you included. I'll 
certainly speak a good word for you. Mrs. R. A. Brundage, Ohio. 

I received my glad bulbs from you and they are really nice. Mrs. Theo. Stel- 
ter, Colorado. 

Please send me your catalog. I borrowed your catalog from a friend, who 
has beautiful glads from your farm. Mrs. Dewey Holcomb, Wash. 

DREAM QUEEN grew a spike over 5 ft. tall and I certainly intend to have 
more SWEETEST MAID next year; it is just lovely. Mrs. Vincent Mousel, Wisc. 

I would like to have your catalog. My friend purchased glads from you and 
they are just beautiful. Mrs. John E. Nord, Minn. 

I entered spikes from your bulbs at our county fair glad sho d I 
SWHEESTAKEGEWith athemeasMrs @AINGrasninenmeA Tin : Mibesrmnet tir Nt 

I received my bulbs and was very surprised and pleased with all the extras. 
Thank you so much; you were very generous. Mrs. V. Rife, N. Dak. 
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Wholesale Prices 
(NOT PREPAID) 

Small orders from this list can be shipped by Parcel Post. Be sure to include 
enough postage to cover, if wanted by mail. Approximate weight per 100 bulbs 
packed: Large, 6 lbs.; Medium, 4 lbs.; Small, 1.]b. 

25 bulbs of a size and variety at the 100 rate. F.O.B. Cologne, Minn. 

Per 100 LARGE MED. SMALL Per 100 LARGE MED. SMALL 

AUREOLE ........ $4.50 $1.50 PINK WEDDING .. $3.00 
BRIDAL ORCHID... 5.00 2.00 ROSALIND ....... 14.00 6.00 
BUCKEYE BRONZE $3.00 1.50 ROSA VAN LIMA.. 2.50 
CRINOLINE BELLE 8.00 ROYAL TREAT ... 7.00 4.50 
FL. NIGHTINGALE 4.00 3.00 1507 sSABLET? wee... 0. n 9.00 
FORSYTHIA ...... 5.00 3,005) SCEPTRE te... 2: 12.00 
FRIENDSHIP ..... 4.50 3.00 1.50 TREASURE ISLAND 5.00 
GOLDETTE ....... 13.00 SPIC AND SPAN... 4.50 
GREMLIN ........ 2.75 SWEETEST MAID . 12.00 
LADY JANE ...... 3.75 2.50 VALERIA ........ 4.00 1.50 
MD. ORLEANS (wh) 2.00 WHITE GOLD ..... 3.75 1.50 
NEW YORKER .... 8.00 WHITE SATIN .... 5.00 2.00 
ORANGE GOLD ... 3.75 1.50 WILD FIRE ...... 5.00 1.50 

To comply with postal regulations, when coupons are inserted loosely in catalogs 
of 24 or more pages, the following coupon mention must appear on one of the 
catalog pages: 

III IAI IA II IIA ISI IIIS AISA IAAI IAS A SASS IS AIA ISIS AIS ASI SII SAS AS AA AK 

Use Our “Easy To Subscribe” Magazine Service 

As a special service to our customers, we have enclosed an order blank 

in this catalog which makes it easy for you to order FARM JOURNAL- 

COUNTRY GENTLEMAN, FLOWER GROWER and AMERICAN POULTRY 

JOURNAL at lowest prices. This coupon will save you time, trouble and 

expense and assure you of safe, prompt service. 

FOI IIIT III III 
SALLI IK ve ve * we ~e ve ve * we * -e ve ve + ve we ve ve ve ve ve + ve oe * + + we we * we * + + * ve * we ve * * ve ve * ve e we ve we e a e e -e we a ve e * 

HII II IIIA II IIA IIIA AI IADASD IIA AIISADSAIASDSASDSADCSDSACSI IAS SISA SA SA ASAD ASADAS AAA He 
a * 

Color Slide Rental 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
Send 15c for color slide catalog to Dr. Philip G. Corliss, Box 68, Som- = 

+ 
+ 
ve 
oe 

merton, Ariz. 

 Metat0.0.9.9.0.0.0.0.0.4 FI III III III IIIA SIA SAAS AAS ACS AAS AISAS ASSIA S SI ASD ADCS ASD SAAS AACS A OA A AO A AH 
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Alphabetical Index Of Lins Gladiolus Varieties 

Page 
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COrsag@man. ene 8 

Crater Lake 4......5- 18 

Crinklett@amee meee a 9 

Crinolene Belle ..... iy 

Crusaderfnn.-.. pee eae 9 

COLON ad Ome mene ae 12 

D 

DIGECtOtaaene a ne 1% 

Daisya@Maex seen. a: 14 

DarksCollection 3...) 22 

Darke Davidse ae 19 

DINOSalils +. eee eee 8 

Dolly Varden ....... 10) 

Dresden. tr. eee 9 

Dream Queens. ..... 6 

Dusty Miller ........ 20 

E 

Eliz. The Queen ..... 17 

EVOLUtlION a eee eee ay 

F 

Hea tee EAS Gaetan ane ue 5 

HairyeGlant aan ee 8 

Ho lCONn gmat er cee aby 

EHantasViae tte lee 8 

HireeODa serine 14 

ICSU mre aura chute te 14 

Hlame .Girl i ae 19 

Flashlights cow wae 9 

Florence Nightingale. 11 

HOrsythlaa ae ee 12 

KOrCs KNOX face tee ee Zz 

ETICN OSH wees ae 15 

G 

Ca L Lee a rat ie tect ike 

Gallye Glad serene 9 

Gatineaus 3.4 0. ere 14 
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G. Dracocephalus 8 

Ginger yee. et ee 14 

Goblint 20 eee 9 

Gold): 2A ae 13 

Gold# Bonde =. ils} 

Golds DUStHA ern ils? 

Gold= Medal tae: oa 1s 

Golden Arrow ...... 13 

Golden Diana ....... 13 

Goldéttemeneee cece 9 

Goldruttiee nee 13 

Good Morning ....... 18) 

Gorgeous Deb ....... ID 

Glatia. ve ree 18 

Gremling eee 9 

Green) Light eee: 20 

Green Meadow ...... 20 

H 

Harrisburgeran alee 19 

Hens O Onsen 17 

Hérald .234 ee ee 13 

Hits Paraden ee 4 

I 

Improved Lacinatus . 9 

Indelibles-- 18 

Irresistable. ee 6 

J 

Jessie Mie ue ee 15 

JINGLCS., ccge eee see 9 

K 

Kenwood, 2). eee 19 

Kins Lear eanstee ene 18 

Kin g¢Size@i2 ee eee 15 

Kings Davide 18 

Koerner’s Memory ... 7 

Kolibrie® see eee a1} 

Li 

Lady Janeweaeee 12 

LapMeres= eee 15 

ancasten ween ere 18 
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Alphabetical Index Of Lins Gladiolus Varieties 
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Diam Valle geese. 2 Sova iz 

ittles Golda. es 9 

Lovable jeer eas ot 15 

Loreleivge. en, ate © Lo, 

Leprechauns ane 20 

M 

Madeline Hefty ..... iy 

Magic Beauty ....... 20 

Magnetaee tier. 2) een. iW 

Marigold geet 5 tee 14 

Marionetteu nas) oe 10 

Marvelous ese 15 

Melodiegarrn sis 1... 10 

Mighty Monarch .... 19 

Minatetarse. ot hoe TS 

Mrsoweits Gallilteye see 19 

NULtipeta tee eee 8 

M. W. Blanden ...... 15 

Mrs. M. Rayward ... 21 

N 

ING Was yY OL Keele see ee 15 

O 

Oberbeverns see 18 

OKinNaWal es eo 22 | 

OklanOMaseee ae 21 

Orange Gold ........ 14 

Oriental Blond ...... 6 

Oberbeyern ......... 10 

Orchid Driftwood .... 7 

Orange Petunia ..... 14 

12 

Painteda lad Yar ibs) 

Pactolusme pen eee 13 

Pastel Beauty a. 16 

Raulebunyanese ee 16 

PeachiGlow 7-34. 13 

Pelletier D’Oisy ..... 8 

PinksCol lone ee 16 

PinksDiamond #4. 16 

Pinks hragrance ss 10 

Pinkk#oDUls sae ee 8 
Pink Wedding ...... 16 
Pirates Cachew a. ee AA 
Pirouetteseer sen -aee oe 10 
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POIMSCllaaeeeeee 19 

Polarisiee.< 2 sere: ill 

Poreetaing blucaenntne: 18 

Prairiemblazeun eee 21 

PIechousmere te. eee 6 

PridesOts rity ae nee 17 

Pinacles eer. 2 er. 18 

Prunellags.o 2 ee 2A | 

PrOSDeCLOL ee taee ee 13 

Eurples burma eee 18 

R 

Red Radiance ....... 19 

Red@lapeazcte 2 ta 19 

Revinawcs sce ee oe 14 

Rhett Butler ........ 19 

Roberta Alans. eee ifs) 

Robinson Crusoe .... 21 

Rosalind ae eee 16 

RoserC harman ee 17 

Rosebud Picotee ..... 16 

Rosie O’Grady ...... kgf 

Rosita eern.c tee ee L 

Royal sRobesmea- ee 10 

hOvaleocOLlum ae ee 18 

Royaleireates 19 

Rutfleds Dream. 3... 16 

Ruffled Ebony ...... 19 

i) 

Sainterau lie 10 

Salmons Sensation ... 18 

Salle oli Ul eee ee 16 

Searlet Glory ....... 19 

Sceptrean oy ere sae oe 13 

Secglin eS 22 

Shaggy Dragon ...... 8 

Sheherazade ......... 16 

SHErWOOCmn ieee 18 

Siclrawsonowe.s. 11 

Skalawag eae te. 10 

SDOW Cla Gameean eee in 

SUOW OLE ae ee ore ipl 

Startir@ weenie eee 16 

Southern Belle ...... 16 

Spicrand Span .e 16 
Stormy Weather .... 21 
Sister Elizabeth Kenny 7 
SDLIUCer eh A eee 10 
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SDOULI On (eae 13 

SlAtUeltea mee eee 10 

SLOMM mL erroreae ee Dall 

Silver: bullae soe a. 18 

SUMSUr2 arene ees 6 

Summer Charm ..... 16 

SWEetIC cet aun, ees: 10 

Sweetest Maid ...... 5 

de 

Lane G low see eee: 7A 

Terriiice eee 13 

THEM ROA ae wee 2d 

Phisa (Stl tee. canes 10 

TRUDCEEDO lta eee 19 

TimeseSouare mee 18 

Oye LOW este 10 

Treasure Chest ..... 22 

Treasure Island ..... 16 

TRMUWEYS THER oo ce 13 

Tunias Aristocrat .... 21 

V 

Violeta Charm ae 18 

Valentineses... 2 ee. 14 

Valeriggwe ts 75 aaa 19 

VISION: ee 16 

VOOR DUnT lta eae all 

WARIENIGYE ero ae 14 

W 

WahOOme eee ee a 21 

Wedding Day ...... 8 

White: Cloud see Gf 

White Dragon ....... 8 

White Goddess ...... 11 

Whites GOld manne 1Z 

Wihiteel51Ce ge ran mee: Vi 

White Orchid ....... 5 

Whites Satinwareee 10 

White? lower). 11 

White Wedgwood .... 10 

Wholesslesa-. oe oe 2A | 

W axeeCanary, sean cn 13 

ny, 

Yellow: Rose ss. seem, 10 
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Our Bulb Storage Facilities 

SECTIONS OF OUR AIR CONDITIONED BULB STORAGE 

PHOTOS SHOW TWO OF THREE CORRIDORS 

Varieties grown in quantity are stored in 26 by 36 inch screen 

bottom trays. 





HIT PARADE 

See Page Four For Details. 
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